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CHINA WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES WINS CONTRACT  

TO SUPPLY 60,000 “COOLPAD 728B” DUAL-MODE SMARTPHONES TO CHINA UNICOM  
 
 

(Hong Kong, 13 September 2006) – China Wireless Technologies Limited (“China 
Wireless Technologies” or the “Company”) (stock code: 2369), China’s leading provider of 
integrated wireless data solutions and smartphones, announced that it has won a contract to 
supply 60,000 “Coolpad 728B” dual-mode smartphones to China Unicom. The order, which 
is worth RMB288 million, will be delivered in phases in the forth quarter of 2006 and the 
first quarter of 2007. This is the Group’s another major smartphone supply contract with 
China Unicom, following the previous contract to supply 150,000 “Coolpad 728” dual-mode 
smartphones to China Unicom last year.  
 

 The “Coolpad 728B” dual-mode smartphone is the advanced version of the “Coolpad 
728” dual-mode smartphone, with the additional functions such as blue-tooth and name card 
scanning to satisfy the needs of the senior business executives. The Company’s proprietary 
“Coolpad 728” dual-mode smartphone is the world’s first dual-mode smartphone, which can 
allow 2 SIM cards to operate simultaneously, saving users from having to switch SIM cards 
for different numbers or carrying two mobile phones at the same time. 
 

 Possessing all the functions of “Coolpad 728”, the “Coolpad 728B” can support PDA 
functions in business uses, and enables browsing of Windows Office format documents, 
sending and receiving of emails, as well as wireless communications, such as Internet 
Explorer wireless Internet access, MSN and QQ, etc. Users can also receive stock market 
news, play music, video and access different real-time TV channels of MP3, MP4 and 3GP 
formats. With the newly added bluetooth function, the “Coolpad 728B” can support and 
facilitate long distance data transmission. Meanwhile, the name card scanning function can 
enable the business executives to store the details of their business contacts quickly and 
easily. 
 



 
Mr. Guo Deying, Chairman of China Wireless Technologies, said, “China Wireless 

Technologies has landed another smartphone supply contract with China Unicom. This 
indicates that there is a great demand from the telecom operators for the Group’s proprietary 
dual-mode smartphones. In the future, the Company will continue to develop more 
innovative products to diversify its products in order to match the needs of different telecom 
operators and meet the requirements of different networks, and thus widen its customer 
base.” 

 
In addition to this contract to supply “Coolpad 728B” smartphones, the Company is also 

negotiating a contract to supply another middle market dual-mode product to China Unicom. 
In the second half of 2006, the Company will reinforce its market position by developing 
more innovative products. It has planned to introduce five to six new models of smartphone 
in the second half of 2006. The new products will include two CDMA-GSM dual-mode 
models, two CDMA models to suit China Unicom’s network and one PHS-GSM dual-mode 
model tailored for the networks of China Telecom and China Netcom. Meanwhile, the 
Company’s self-developed TDSCDMA-GSM dual-mode is currently undergoing tests in 
anticipation of the issue of 3G licences by the Chinese government. The Company will be 
able to launch the new 3G product promptly once the licences are issued.  
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About China Wireless Technologies Limited 
Established in 1993, China Wireless Technologies is a leading developer and supplier of wireless data 
total solutions. Leveraging its expertise and knowledge in wireless communication, the Group 
provides integrated solutions mainly for industry applications from back-end systems to wireless 
intelligent terminals with proprietary operating system for the telecom, public security, securities 
brokerages, and other industrial and commercial sectors. 
 
For Enquiries: 
Strategic Financial Relations (China) Limited 
Serine Li   (852) 2864 4811 (852) 9120 1205 serine@strategic.com.hk
Winston Yau (852) 2864 4838 (852) 9773 2596 winston.yau@strategic.com.hk
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